
How to Submit



Please send your proposal to actuate@foxglove.dev with the subject line “Speaker Proposal: ACTUATE Summit.”



Join us in leading the conversation on the future of robotics. Your expertise and insights are invaluable to driving innovation and scalability 

in this fast-moving industry.



Contact Us



For more information or questions about your submission, please contact Sunny Sahota at actuate@foxglove.dev
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We're Looking For Speakers Who Ca

 Provide actionable strategies for scaling 

robotics companies

 Share innovative solutions to technical 

challenges in robotics

 Offer insights into the future of robotics

 Discuss the path from prototype to commercial 

success in the robotics industry.



Presentation Topics of Interest Includ

 Perceptio

 Navigatio

 Manipulatio

 Embodied A

 Simulatio

 Reinforcement Learnin

 Middleware & Frameworks

Submission Guideline

 Speaker Nam

 Company Nam

 Talk Titl

 Abstract (200 words max

 Speaker Biography (100 words max

 Contact Informatio

 Structure

 Audience: 300 robotics developers (startups & enterprise

 20-minute presentation

 5-minute Q&A



Important Date

 Proposal Submission Deadline: Tuesday, May 7th, 202

 Notification of Acceptance: Friday, May 31st, 202

 ACTUATE Summit Date: Wednesday, September 18th, 2024
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Why Speak at ACTUATE

 Developer-focused audience: ACTUATE is a summit for applied roboticists and researchers. Talks will focus on 

real-world strategies for robotics software development, training, and simulation, and deployment

 Influence the Industry: Your insights can shape the future of robotics, influencing both emerging startups and 

established companies

 Network with Peers: Connect with other leaders in the field, fostering relationships that could lead to 

collaborations and new opportunities. This includes an invite to a speakers-only dinner the night before the 

conferenc

 Showcase Your Achievements: Highlight your organization’s breakthroughs to a dedicated audience of robotics 

developers

 Speaker Benefits: All speakers receive a complimentary Summit ticket, (2) complimentary guest Summit tickets, 

and an invite to the speaker dinner hosted by Foxglove.

Foxglove is excited to announce a Call For Proposals (CFP) to speak at ACTUATE in San Francisco. This one-day event is 

focused on accelerating robotics development through highly technical, educational, and engaging content.


Speaker Prospectus

September 18th, 2024

The Pearl, 601 19th Street, San Francisco, CA 94107

A Summit for Robotics Developers
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mailto:actuate@foxglove.dev
https://goo.gl/maps/aCQngh5LjQP2

